Cytogenetic damage in human blood lymphocytes exposed in vitro to radon.
The effect of radon in inducing DNA damage was investigated in vitro by two well-established cytogenetic assays. Blood samples were irradiated with radon using a novel irradiation assembly. Doses varied between 0 and 127 mGy for chromosome aberration (CA) assay and 0 and 120 mGy for cytokinesis blocked micronucleus (CBMN) assay. Dose-rates varied between 0.000054 and 0.708 mGy/min. After the irradiation period of 3h, excess radon gas was released and cultures were initiated using standard procedures. Chromosome aberrations such as dicentrics, excess acentric fragments, acentric rings, centric rings, chromatid breaks were observed. Micronuclei, nucleoplasmic bridges and nuclear buds were scored by the CBMN assay. A significant increase in the frequency of dicentrics, excess acentric fragments and centric rings was observed with increasing radon dose, whereas total acentric rings plus double minute and chromatid breaks/cell were not significantly elevated. In CBMN assay, the frequency of micronuclei was found to be significantly raised whereas that of nucleoplasmic bridges and nuclear buds were not. Nucleoplasmic bridges and nuclear buds tended to increase with dose but did not achieve statistical significance. There was a strong positive correlation between nucleoplasmic bridges and dicentrics (P<0.028) or rings (P<0.0001) and between micronuclei and acentric fragments (P<0.0005). The study shows that radon is capable of inducing significant chromosome damage at very low doses and dose-rates.